9.30.14

NEWS + NOTES

Fall is officially here! September 23rd to be exact. So what's happening at the CDC? The annual corridorBash, CODEcamp classes, more CODEtalk at the next Fridays, the soon-to-be announced 2014 Annual Wage & Job Growth Survey results, the unveiling of the 2015 iFive:K poster, design refinement of the Flagship3 tech building. Jump on over to our corridorBASH and you will likely learn more.

iFive:K

The date for the 2015 iFive:K is set for April 16, 2015. Tickets go on sale January 1, 2015 and sell out quick so don't procrastinate. While the 2014 event was a blast, 2015 will be better! Shoot me an email if you would like to join our terrific sponsor lineup.

Fridays @ the Corridor

From starting out as "just business", our Fridays @ the Corridor series has evolved into a balance between CODEtalks and business topics - thanks to the terrific feedback from our members. If you are not able to attend these in person, you can keep up with the sessions on our "Fridays" video channel.

CDC Annual Bash

The 11th annual corridorBASH is here - Thursday, October 16th 2014. This event will once again be held at the Charleston Maritime Center. Join us at this casual gathering where we will present the 2014 Annual Wage & Job Growth results and unveil the 2015 iFive:K race poster, while enjoying some "first of the season" oysters, great BBQ and friendly faces from the community. And wait, there is more - a chance to win an iPad mini. Shipping and handling included. :) 

Flagship

Receiving conceptual approval from the City's Board of Architectural Review was a major milestone with the development of Flagship3 (FS3). The Flagships play an important role with the expansion of Charleston's knowledge economy and at 47,000 feet, FS3 will raise the game. It's not too early to let me know you are interested in locating to Charleston's tech only office building in Downtown Charleston.

CODEcamp

Launched in 2012, CODEcamp has served the community well judging by the almost 700 students who have taken classes. Our Fall 2014 classes are better than ever and selling fast so sign up now to take one. You can keep up with CODEcamp by signing up for the newsletter here. Hint: it's in the footer.

Corridor Fact

Since the Flagships launched in June 2009, 86 companies have graduated and there are currently have 22 companies currently in residence.

NEW MEMBER COMPANIES

The Digital Corridor is honored to support the following companies who are...
accelerating Charleston's knowledge economy. If you would like to join the Digital Corridor, send me an email.

**NanoScreen** creates and delivers high value, innovative product and service solutions to the Life Sciences. Major pharmaceutical companies around the world use our consumable and robotic liquid handling products and technology in their race to bring new life enhancing drugs to market.

**tekBOA** is a platform for engineers and building operators that provides actionable analytics to reduce cost and drive efficiencies.

**Sketchin** is a Swiss user experience design studio that works internationally. The company helps organizations improve the user and consumer experience of their products, services, and processes.

**STAY INFORMED**

If you are interested in keeping up with happenings at the Digital Corridor, you can get timely updates by following us on [Twitter](#) + [Facebook](#) + [Linkedin](#). You just might get insights and tidbits not found in other media outlets.

**THANK YOU**

Finally, thank you for your continued support of the Charleston Digital Corridor. Our success is a reflection of the terrific engagement and collaboration we have received from you. See you at the BASH. Continued Success!!

Sincerely,

Ernest Andrade

Charleston Digital Corridor
475-A East Bay Street
Charleston, SC 29403
USA

**The Talent Portal** is an online job listing and skills bank repository for Charleston's growing, knowledge-based community. These tools are designed for Digital Corridor member companies who are searching for talent (actively and passively) and individuals who desire tech-related work opportunities in the Charleston region.